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Abstract - Cloud computing is the platform that provides different services for the users and companies on a pay-as-you-use 

basis. The security measure as far as the cloud storage concerned is low. Therefore the data compromise will occur due to 
attacks by the third party users in cloud storage. To overcome the attacks in the cloud storage the lightweight approaches 
such as fragmentation and replication mechanism are proposed. Using lightweight approaches the file that is uploaded and it 
is split into fragments and replicate the fragmented data over the cloud nodes.  In T-coloring fragmentation algorithm, each 
node stores only a single file fragment of a particular data file, which ensures that no meaningful information is revealed on a 
successful attack. Due to this the attacker cannot guess the locations of the fragmented file.  In T-coloring replication 
algorithm, the files can be replicated based on the various distance measures. The original content of the file can be obtained 
by giving the request and downloading the file from the cloud storage. Due to this   high level security is maintained in terms 

of attack inside the cloud storage. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

In this new era of technology cloud computing plays 

an important role in the information technology 

sectors. Cloud computing provides the on demand 

services everything from application to the datacenter 

over the internet on the pay for use basics. Cloud 

computing offers guaranteed services. Cloud 

computing also has some important characteristics 

they are, elasticity, resource pooling, ubiquitous 
network access. However, the benefits of low- cost, 

negligible management and greater flexibility come 

with increased security concerns. With the 

development of cloud computing data security 

becomes more and more important. Cloud computing 

provides the way to share the distributed resources 

and services that belong to different organization or 

sites. Since cloud computing share distributed 

resources via the network in the open environment, 

thus it makes a security problem. For a cloud to be 

secure, all the participating entities must be secure. 

The data outsourced to a public cloud must be 
secured. Unauthorized data access by other users and 

processes must be prevented with the help of 

fragmentation and replication of the data, so that the 

attacker cannot guess the locations of the fragmented 

data and replicated data.  A successful attack on a 

single node must not reveal the locations of other 

fragments within the cloud. To keep an attacker 

uncertain about the locations of the file fragments and 

also to improve the security, the nodes are selected in 

the manner that they are not placed adjacent and they 

are placed at a certain distance from each other. 
 

II. EXISTING SYSTEM 

 

In the existing system, the cloud users will upload 

their data into the public cloud storage as a whole.  

 

Once the data/file is uploaded into the public cloud 

the probability of hacking the data/file will be high. 

The hacking of data is possible if the attacker knows 

the unique cloud –id and password of the cloud user 

and hack the complete information from the file.  

Thus the security level is low in terms of attack in the 

existing system. 

 
Fig 1. Existing System Diagram 

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

The traditional non- cryptographic techniques is not 

used rather, in the proposed system the cloud user 
uploads the file into the public cloud with the help of 

their cloud id and the password. After uploading the 

file, it gets split into fragments.  Each of these nodes 

stores only a single file fragment of a particular data 

file that ensures that even in case of a successful 

attack, no meaningful information is revealed to the 

attacker. Moreover, the nodes storing the fragments 

are separated with certain distance by means of graph 

T-coloring to prohibit an attacker of guessing the 

locations of the fragments. Thus, due to 

fragmentation the attacking of file fragment is not 
possible by the attacker. The security is maintained 
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high in terms of attack. Replication is used for 

downloading the fragmented file. Thus these two 
above mentioned approaches are used in the proposed 

design. 

 
Fig 2. Proposed Design 

 

A.  System Architecture 

When data owner wants to send file on cloud server, 

first the user should register, for each registered user 

a unique secret key is generated. . If all credentials 

are valid then only the user can send file in cloud. 
After that file is splits, Splitting is used to minimize 

the total data transfer cost .To achieve reliability, 

performance, balanced role. Fragmentation is a 

process which cuts every sensitive file into several 

fragments in such a way that it is impossible to 

achieve total file in one try as shown in Fig.1. For 

every upload of file a unique secret file key is also 

generated, so that we can secure our data. The 

probabilities to find whole fragments are also very 

low. Thus, this system uses a fragmentation technique 

by using T-colouring method. Fragmentation is 
divided into horizontal, vertical and mixed 

fragmentation.  

 
Fig 3. System Architecture 

 

Data replication methodology is very important in 

today’s popular systems for problems such as data 

reliability, availability and response time. Data 

replication means keeping a number of replicas on the 

same server or on dissimilar servers. In replication 

data is copied and distributed from one database to 

another. So, it reduces the workload from the original 
server and the data on the server where it is copied 

are always active which is not present in mirroring 

technique. Replication decreases the chance of data 

loss, increases the performance, availability, 

reliability. The user can download the file by entering 

a secret file key, then the entire splits file get merged 

and can be downloaded. 

 

IV. SYSTEM MODULES 

 

 Develop Cloud Manager System. 

 T-coloring and Fragmentations. 
 Requesting and Replication. 

 Managing status and Download Files. 

 

A. Develop Cloud Manager System 

The communicational backbone of cloud computing 

is the Data Centre Network (DCN).The Microsoft 

Azure Cloud Architecture is used to evaluate the 

performance of the scheme on legacy as well as state 

of the art architectures. The Microsoft azure cloud is 

used for developing a web application along with the 

corresponding multiple nodes in different regions. 
The managers have all rights about system scalability 

and update size of the nodes. And also can manage 

user activities and restrictions. Users need to register 

account with valid email address. User need to 

verifying identities for avoiding Sybil or anonymous 

attackers. Users can upload any kind of files and can 

also download files. 

 

B. T-Coloring and Fragmentation 

Once the entire file is uploaded into the cloud the 

whole file is split into the file fragments. The 

fragments are distributed such that no node in a cloud 
holds more than a single fragment, so that even a 

successful attack on the node leaks no 

significant/meaningful information. The controlled 

replication is also used, where each of the fragments 

is replicated only once in the cloud to improve the 

security. Although, the controlled replication does not 

improve the retrieval time to the level of full-scale 

replication, it significantly improves the security. 

Once the file is split into fragments, the cloud nodes 

are selected for fragment placement. The selection is 

made by keeping an equal focus on both security and 
performance in terms of the access time. The Concept 

of T-coloring is used .The T-coloring is originally 

used for the channel assignment problem. The t-

coloring generate a non-negative random number and 

build the set T starting from zero to the generated 

random number. The set T is used to restrict the node 

selection to those nodes that are at hop-distances not 

belonging to T. For the said purpose, colors are 

assigned to the nodes, such that, initially, all of the 

nodes are given the open color. A fragment is placed 

on one of the node, such that, all the nodes within the 

neighborhoods at a distance belonging to T are 
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assigned close color. Thus this processes higher the 

security level. If the intruder compromises a node and 
obtains a fragment, then the location of the other 

fragments cannot be determined. The attacker can 

only keep on guessing the location of the other 

fragments. However, the probability of a successful 

attack is extremely low. 

 

C. Requesting and Replication 

In the requesting and replication module the user 

sends the data file into cloud. The cloud manager 

system  respond to the receiving  file  and performs 

fragmentation, first cycle of nodes selection and 

stores one fragment over each of the selected node, 
and second cycle of nodes selection for fragments 

replication. The cloud manager keeps record of the 

fragment placement and is assumed to be a secure 

entity. The fragment is placed on the node which 

provides the decreased access cost with an objective 

to improve retrieval time for accessing the fragments 

for reconstruction of original file.  While replicating 

the fragment, the separation of fragments that is used 

in the placement technique through T-coloring, is also 

taken care off. In case of a large number of fragments 

or small number of nodes, it is also possible that 
some of the fragments are left without being 

replicated because of the T-coloring.  

The T-coloring prohibits storing the fragment in 

neighborhood of a node storing a fragment, resulting 

in the elimination of a number of nodes to be used for 

storage. In such a case, only for the remaining 

fragments, the nodes that are not holding any 

fragment are selected for storage randomly. The T-

coloring replication algorithm is used for replicating 

the file. The t-coloring replication is based on the 

distance measure. Thus the original file content can 

be obtained by giving request and downloading the 
file from the cloud manager system. 

 

D. Managing Status and Download Files 

To handle the download request from user, the cloud 

manager system collects all the fragments from the 

nodes and re-assembles them into a single file. After 

the above process is complete, the file is sent to the 

user. User can download a file on user’s dashboard. 

And every downloaded file requests and sent requests 

are stored in cloud manager system.  

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The security of the large-scale system, such as cloud 

depends on the security of the security system as a 

whole and also the security of the individual nodes. 

The data file was fragmented and the fragments are 

dispersed over multiple nodes. The nodes were 

separated by means of the t-coloring. The 

fragmentation and dispersal ensured that no 

significant information is obtainable by an adversary 

in the case of successful attack. No node in the cloud, 
stored more than a single fragment of the same file. 

Currently by using lightweight approaches, a user can 

download the file, update the contents, and upload the 

file. Thus it is strategic to develop an automatic 

update mechanism that can identify and update the 

required fragments only. The aforesaid future work 

will save the time and resources utilized in 

downloading, updating, uploading the file again. 

Moreover, the implications of TCP in cast over the 

lightweight methodology need to be studied that is 

relevant to the distributed data storage and access. 
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